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ABSTRACT
The halftone process has been the conventional means
of reproducing photographic artwork on newsprint. The use
of relatively coarse screen rulings, dictated by the paper
characteristics, produces an image with a noticeable dot
pattern. Furthermore, the printing process is susceptible
to extreme dot gain variation, which affects tone repro
duction and the pictorial communication of the image.
There were good reasons to suspect that a random dot
screen could give more consistent tone rendition than a
conventional halftone screen. A comparative study of the
consistency of perception of conventional and randomly
screened images when printed on newsprint has not yet
been reported. The present study is an attempt to
determine which screen can reproduce more consistently
perceptible images when extreme dot gain occurs .
To test this comparison, an original black and white
photographic image, composed of geometric shapes of vary
ing densities superimposed on backgrounds
of varying
densities , was reproduced
from a computer generated
slide. This test target, designed to encourage objective
answers from observers, was photographed through 65-and
85-line conventional halftone screens, and 75-and 150-
line mezzotint (random dot) screens. The production of 
film, plate, and the press run were the same for the 
four screened images. The pressman purposely varied the 
ink film thickness to simulate dot gain. Selected 
samples of minimum, average, and maximum dot gain were 
presented to observers, who were asked to identify geo-
metric shapes on 12 printed images. The recorded 
responses were averaged, and the collected data was 
represented in graphs. In this manner it was possible 
to determine which screens can reproduce more consistent 
tonal distinctions. 
The results of the experiment proved that the 
random dot screens are not capable of reproducing more 
consistently perceptible images. The 65-line conventional 
halftone screen produces more consistent perceptual 
responses in the highlights, while the 85-line conventional 
halftone screen produces more consistent responses in the 
midtones. 
Abstract approved JackD.Jenkins Thesis Advisor 




Since the fifteenth century, images were reproduced
to complement and support text. Pictorial statements can
convey information, or be merely decorative, but they try
to reproduce reality using a visual language according to
the human habits of perception. "The subject matter of a
print, like its purpose and the social group at which it
is directed, has always had a great deal to do with how
it is
made."
Qualitative differences between pictorial
reproductions on newsprint and on glossy coated paper are
obvious. However, both have the purpose of communicating
visual images clearly. An image printed only with lines
will not give the illusion of reality effectively without
the aid of tone gradations.
The early woodcut book illustration was printed on
rough paper. The lines were coarse and used to outline
the image; texture, to simulate tone gradation was applied
sparingly. This was accomplished by the use of parallel
lines, varying in thickness and distance, so that the
proportion of the black ink and the reflectance of the
white paper simulated gray tones. Engravers improved this
technique, achieving finer detail and more tone gradations
by etching copper plates with mechanical tools. In
lithography, the rough surface of the stone was used by
the artist to draw, with a greasy pencil, different tones.
With the advent of photography, experimenters began
to use screens made of glass, ruled with parallel lines
to break up an image into dots of varying size. The dot
pattern fools the human eye into seeing the tonal
gradations that were present in the original continuous
tone photograph. Today, using contact screens with
vignetted dot patterns , the printer would like to re
produce the original photograph exactly, but it is
impossible. When printing on newsprint it is even more
difficult to produce an adequate facsimile of the original.
The purpose of this thesis is to describe a
preliminary investigation into the comparison of the
perception of conventional halftone and random dot
screened images when printed on newsprint. This report
is intended to provide background on the topic of re
producing photographic art work on newspaper, explain
fundamentals of visual perception, and describe the
methods used and conclusions reached in the experimental
portion of the study. A section entitled "Discussion
and
Recommendation"
explores possible future directions
in the comparison of printed images.
A secondary aim of this thesis is to design an ideal
objective image, basically a gray scale with contrasting
juxtaposed tones, to be used as a testing target when
comparing printed images screened by different processes.
This study is also intended to gain an understanding of
the variability of tonal perception when uncontrolled
dot gain occurs. Ink film thickness variation is only
one of many press variables which affect dot gain and
tone reproduction, but for reasons of manageability, only
this variable was studied, so that it will be possible to
determine which screens are capable of reproducing more
consistent tonal distinctions.
FOOTNOTE FOR INTRODUCTION
1 . William M. Ivins, Jr., Prints and Visual
Communication (Cambridge: The M.I.T. Press, 1969), p. 28.
CHAPTER II
BACKGROUND ON REPRODUCTION OF NEWSPAPER IMAGES
The Original Copy--the black and white photograph
Black and white photographs have been around for
more than ll+O years. Though they are supposed to look
realistic and originate from the object they represent,
photographs are an interpretation of reality. "Our
willingness to accept photographs as natural and mechani
cal records of what we see underscores the power of our




meaning that such pictures
are related to what they depict in exactly (or roughly)
the same way that vision is related to what we
see."
Because of our viewing habits, we become accustomed to
photographic distortions and accept them without demur.




Tonal value, from lightness to darkness, is very
important to the perception of our environment. This is
the reason why, when viewing a black and white photograph,
we accept it as reality without hesitation, though the
varying tones are
monochromatic substitutes and represent
3
a world that does not exist. The subtle gradation of
tones, from dark to light, define the shapes and volumes
of the image. Tones work as a sort of third dimension
on the flat picture.
Continuous tone black and white photography is most
commonly used by printers as the raw material for image
reproduction. Contrary to popular belief, the best
reproduction is made from an original with low density
1+
.
range --it is known as a flat copy, and is considered
poor by photographers .
Halftones
Tone gradation is an intrinsic quality of the
photographic process. The method by which continuous
tone copy is transformed into a printable image involves
the use of halftone screens. In most printing systems
the plate can lay only one ink film thickness on the
substrate and all of the ink that is transferred is of
the same density. To change from the continuous tone
copy (prolonged original) into an ink-printable image,
this image has to be broken into a pattern of small dots,
equally spaced, but varying in size. To achieve this,
the original is photographed through a screen positioned
"between the camera lenses and the film. The screen acts
as a grating, allowing the light to pass through the
openings, or blocking it in a previously determined
pattern; the varying amount of light strikin-g the film is
determined by the light reflectance of the continuous
tone copy. The final result is only an optical illusion
of tone gradation.
Tone Compression
Tone compression is necessary because of limitations
inherent in the current technology where the tone range
of the original greatly exceeds that obtainable in the
reproduction process. It is sometimes impossible to
reproduce the original as a facsimile because the density
range of the original has to be compressed to match the
density range which can be obtained on the printed sheet.
"A good black-and-white photograph frequently has a
range of densities from paper-white to a 1.7 - density
black or darker. The entire tonal range of the original
can seldom be reproduced on the printed sheet. The usual
solid printing-press black yields only a density of about
l.i+0 to 1.60 on coated stocks, less on uncoated
stocks."
When using a low grade paper, such as newsprint, the
printed image has an even shorter density range. "The
usual compromise is to reproduce the highlights as
accurately as possible and
accept the necessary loss in
the shadows. In the process, the highlight, middletone,
an d shadow areas are controlled by the use of multiple
7
Some detail will have to be sacrificed, and
the cameraman will have to decide where this loss is
going to occur; in the highlights or in the midtone-to
shadow areas. However, the cameraman never sees the
original scene which the photograph represents.
In offset lithography, a coated paper is required
to achieve a reproduction that is closer to the original
in all its densities. One of the causes of the loss of
highlight and shadow contrast is the optical characteris
tics of the halftone screen itself. Coarser screens,
used for newsprint, give a shorter density range. Studies
on optimum tone reproduction have been extensively done
by researchers in the Graphic Arts, and have helped to
8
improve the system. Though tone reproduction involves
objective measurements (densitometry readings and the
plotting of optimum tone reproduction curves), a compromise
has to be made. Where to compress the tones is a sub-
9
jective choice of the cameraman.
Halftone Screens
The first method to photome chanically break up an
image into minute dots in order to obtain tonal values
was conceived by W.H. Fox Talbot in 1852. He used black
gauze, as a screen. A single set of parallel lines
used as a screen was patented by A.J. Berthold in 1855
(British Patent 1+26). In 1882 Meissenbach used a
single parallel line screen, but turned the screen after
half of the exposure, obtaining the effect of a crossline
screen. The first mechanically-ruled crossline glass
screen was produced by F.E. Ives in Philadelphia in 1885.
Parallel lines were scribed on wet developed film on a
collodian plate, and two sets were glued together, at
right angles, forming transparent squares. The same
scheme was followed by Max Levy to produce an etched
12
screen. In 1880, the first crossline halftone was
13
printed by a daily newspaper in New York.
A film based contact screen was introduced by Kodak
lit
in 191+2, but was not in common use until the late 1950's.
Contact screens have a vignetted dot pattern. Each dot
has a greater density in the centerdecreasing from center
to edge. Originally, dots were made of metallic silver,
which tended to scatter the light. The introduction of
a dye dot brought several improvements: no dispersion of
light, a wider range of density control, and corrected
tone reproduction built into the screen. A vacuum holder
must be used to maintain the screen in close contact with
the film during exposure.
Dot Patterns
The dot disposition in a conventional halftone
screen arises from the crossline pattern. Straight
10
arrays of periodical dots cross each other at right angles.
The number of dot lines per linear inch is known as
16
screen ruling, and ranges from 55 to ltOO lines per inch.
The printing system determines the fineness of the screen
ruling, particularly the plate and the paper. Newspapers
usually screen their pictures with 65 or 85-line screens;
only for low quality advertisement or posters printed on
rough paper is a 55-line screen effective. Finer screens,
of 200 lines and over, are rarely used. For commercial
job printing and book illustrations on coated paper
120-133 lines are normally used, while 150-175 line screens
17
are used for high quality printing on coated paper.
The perception of dots depends upon two factors:
distance from the eye, and the screen ruling--or the
number of dots per linear inch. "Because the dots are
small enough (in most instances) to be beyond the resolving
power of the eye, the visual effect produced by the general
dot formation is of continuous tone gradation. The success




Billboards have dots as large as l/k inch
diameter which are indistinguishable because the viewing
distance factor is large. The dot pattern of a 65-line or
85-line newspaper image is quite visible, but disregarded
because of life-long viewing habits. It is common know
ledge in the Graphic Arts that angling the screen 1+5 degrees
11
to the horizontal helps to make the dot pattern less
noticeable. We are induced to see newspaper reproductions
as photographs. However, comparisons to originals would
be extremely disappointing.
In high quality printing, the screen angle may be
moved slightly to help eliminate moire. The moire pattern,
named after a type of fabric having a wavy appearance, is
caused by periodic structure of the dot pattern and is
particularly noticeable where the screen pattern interacts
with straight lines of the copy. Moire also occurs when
the original copy is previously screened.
This- can be
corrected by reducing the image size, setting the camera
slightly out of focus, or copy dotting (no screen) when
enlarging. Another problem arising from the dot pattern
is a sawtooth edge on straight lines or straight edges.
Furthermore, a defect can be seen in the regions of the
picture which are just dark enough so that adjacent dots
begin to touch. These areas appear patchy rather than
19
uniform as they should. A conventional halftone screen
produces a square dot in the 50$ area. These dots touch
each other in all four corners. This harshness of
transition in tonal values can be reduced with the use
of an elliptical dot screen. A 50$ elliptical dot joins
in only two corners,
like a chain, resulting in smoother
reproduction in the middletones.
12
Random Dot Halftones
Random dot screens, such as mezzotint and mezzograph,
have been used to eliminate the problems due to the
symmetrical pattern of the conventional halftone screen.
The use of random grain screens is very old. In 1900,
Max Perlmutter of Vienna made a random grain screen by
melting an aquatint grain of powdered asphaltum on a
glass plate. In 1897, J. Wheeler patented a neutral
grained screen etched in glass. This screen, known as
20
mezzograph, is still used for special effects. In 1953,
H.E. Meyer patented what he called a three-dimensional
grain screen. This screen is a contact screen, "in which
21
the individual grain dots vary in
density."
Another way
to produce a random dot pattern is known as Topoprint. It
is a screenless process and the dot structure is achieved
by manipulation of exposures and developers, and is based
22
on the grainy characteristic of the photographic emulsion.
Random dot contact screens, known as mezzotints in the
market, are mostly limited to special effects. The
grainy stippled texture is used in newspapers mainly for
advertising or special features to enhance the picture.
Though mezzotints can be reproduced in a full range of
tones, they can be more difficult to work with. Exposures
are not predictable, and calibration has to be done with
experimental samples, varying both main and flash exposures.
13
Mezzotint screens on the market have an equivalent
screen ruling of a
75- and 150-line conventional halftone
screen. These numbers are based on an approximate
equivalent of the dot size of a conventional halftone
screen.
A pebble pattern is evident in a 75-line reproduction
However, a 150-line screened print reproduces fine detail
well, and has a pleasant texture, similar to the graini-
ness of a screenless lithographic print.
Screened Prints
Screened prints are positive prints on paper, that
have been photographed through a halftone screen, and
can be pasted-up along with text and rephotographed as
linework. This system is very useful when time factor
is predominant: It eliminates the time consuming steps
of film stripping and imposition. However, a screened
print is known to give a reproduction of poorer quality
than a reproduction made from a halftone negative film.
This may be explained because the making of a screened
print involves one more reproduction step before the
plate is made. In each step, the dot is susceptible to
size variations.
With the increasing use of photocomposition in the
newspaper industry, the use of halftone screened prints
lit
also increased. Screened prints are produced by diffusion
transfer reversal. The sheet, after exposure through a
screen, is processed in close contact with a receiver
sheet, and the image is transferred by chemical reaction.
The screened prints are combined with photocomposition
into reflection paste-ups . The reproduction of screened
prints will have to meet certain criteria with respect to
their densities, tone reproduction, and the dot size in
the highlights and shadows. Dot sizes will change
considerably throughout the process. A highlight dot
might have to be around 10 percent and a shadow dot
around 80 percent. The system can be monitored with the
help of tone reproduction techniques. Special targets,
such as the RIT Symmetrical Scale, can be included along
with copy on normal jobs. Dot size changes can be
interpreted and instructions for optimum tone reproduction
given to the cameraman.
Dot Gain
Although dot size variation can occur during the
pre-press stage, the web offset lithographic system is
particularly prone to the spread
of the printed halftone
dots. Control over the variations of the photographic
process and platemaking can be monitored. But in press
operation, the mass
production part of the process, more
15
serious variations can be encountered.
The halftone dot spread commonly referred to as
dot gain, is defined as "the increase in printed dot
size relative to that on the halftone film and consists
of two components; fill-in and slur. Slur is defined as
a directional change in the area of the printed dot, and
occurs in the direction of the paper travel through the




When printing on newsprint with a web
offset press the dispersion of the variation in the dot
2 It
size is even greater. Dot gain is of concern to press
men because it can change unexpectedly during a press run
and from run to run. Dot gain may be caused by several
factors, such as heavy roller setting, ink and paper
characteristics, or the presence of lint in the ink.
However, it is aggravated if a heavier film of ink is
carried. "Both rough and smooth papers, when printed to
excessive ink-film thickness, show rapid dot gain
- with
25
the effect being greater on rougher
paper."
Dot gain
"creates no problem if it is consistent, because the
cameraman can compensate for it when the halftones are
made. However, unexpected changes in dot gain during
printing or from day to day cause severe problems because
the fluctuation cannot be taken into account ahead of
time."
In a quality-controlled system, density
16
measurements are taken to control the percentage of dot
gain during the press run. A small test target, such as
the RIT Symmetrical Scale which is purposely designed for
densitometer readings of solid ink density and percentage
dot area of tint patterns, can be printed along the edge
of a dry job. Solid ink density is commonly used to
monitor the press run and indicates only fill-in, not
slur. Fill-in will increase with higher solid ink
densities. By varying the ink film thickness, the
percentage dot area of the printed image will also vary.
The
"tracking"
problem is an "effect whereby sub
jects of unlike demands for ink interact with one another
to produce control problems at the printing stage. For
example, a predominantly light subject tends to receive
too much ink if run in line (in-track) with a heavy
27
subject demanding much more
ink."
Fill-in can be
aggravated by the presence in the ink of lint or loose
paper fibers. This is particularly troublesome when
running newsprint.
The Newspaper Printing Process
The printing process for image reproduction on web
offset for newspaper consists usually of five main steps:
first, the making of a screened
print from the original,
usually in a process camera, by exposing
a diffusion
17
transfer sheet through a contact screen; second, pasting
up the screened print along with the text; third, a line
exposure transfers the text and the screened images of
a whole page to a high-contrast lith film; fourth, making
an offset plate of this film by contact exposure; and
fifth, printing on the web offset press to produce the
newspaper sheet .
The chief factor affecting printing quality for
28
newspapers is the paper used. Newsprint, made of
groundwood fibers, is highly absorbant. Most newspaper
presses do not have driers, and the wet ink must be
absorbed by the paper fibers. Because of the moisture
of the fountain solution in the offset system, the paper
has to be slightly sized, reducing its absorptive
characteristics. Moreover, the optical density of the
paper is high. The choice of such paper is fixed by the
selling price of the newspaper.
18
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VISUAL PERCEPTION OF THE PRINTED IMAGE
Regardless of problems involving image reproduction,
even a perfect reproduction represents only a reference to
reality. As we become accustomed to photographic dis
tortion, we ignore the halftone dots and the distorted
tonal values of newspaper pictures. It is important to
understand how the viewer perceives such pictures. Percep
tion is not instantaneous, but rather a result of a
sequence of stages that include seeing, processing the
information, memory, and thought.
Densitometers, extensively used for quality control
in the Graphic Arts, are electronic instruments designed
to measure the light-stopping ability of an object.
Objective measurements of the reproduction can be made, but
densitometers do not function exactly like the human eye.
Certain psychological phenomena cannot be detected
by the densitometer. Mach bands, very pronounced on gray
scales, are defined as "the visual effect which occurs
along the border of two areas of different luminance,
whereby a light band is seen near the edge in the lighter
area and a dark band is seen near the edge in the darker
2
area."
When one of the gray steps is masked, the narrow
band disappears. Though known by artists for many
21
centuries, only in the last century was this phenomenon
scientifically studied by Ernst Mach . This visual effect,
since then known as Mach bands, is a subjective rather
than objective phenomenon, and its magnitude varies from
3
person to person. The visual system selects edges and
enhances them. In continuous tone photography, an edge
effect similar to Mach bands can be produced in the
1+
emulsion when the film is developed. This edge effect
actually involves variations in the density, due to the
photographic process. However, the ability to reproduce
details of precise density is irrelevant, unless these
tones can also be differentiated by the observer.
The perception of whiteness or blackness depends, to
a certain extent', on the perception of the surrounding
areas. The viewer accepts as white the tone closer to
the paper stock. Black is perceived as the darkest tone
on a gray scale. We see black on television, though the
screen, when the image is off, is gray. The
perception
of blackness also depends on the conditions of illumina
tion and on the observer's level of adaptation.
Adaptation is described as a process of adjustment
to the environment when the illumination level changes.
The sensitivity of the
visual system increases as the
light level decreases, and vice-versa. However, dark
adaptation can take as long as 1+0 minutes, while light
22
adaptation is almost instantaneous.
The level of illumination also influences the
extinction point. The extinction point happens where a
change in density produces no change in appearance. As
the level of illumination decreases
,
this point moves
down the gray scale towards the white end. Though
different illumination can change the extinction point,
there is seldom a loss of highlight detail with higher
7
levels of illumination.
Another phenomenon relevant to monochromatic tone
perception is known as simultaneous contrast. Two
identical patches of gray, surrounded by a light and a
dark background, are perceived differently: the patch
D
on the light background appears to be darker. On the
other hand, the same gray background can look darker when
superimposed by black parallel lines, or look lighter::if
the lines are white. This visual effect is known as
9
assimilation. Furthermore, light elements on a dark
background appear to expand, while dark elements on a
light background appear to contract. The Gestalt
psychologists, studying the perceptual mechanisms in
Germany in the 1920's and 1930 's
concluded that: "The
perceptual whole is more than the sum of its
parts."
By
this they meant that, in perception,
parts interact,
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CHAPTER IV
DETERMINATION OF AN OBJECTIVE IMAGE
FOR PERCEPTION TESTING
Gray Scale With Juxtaposed Contrast
To compare the visual perception of differently
screened prints, an original photograph of reality was
disregarded. Subjective factors and lifetime viewing
habits might cause unconscious distortion. The observer
"bases his quality evaluation on what he selects as the
main area of interest in the photograph and his memory
of similar
scenes."
According to these studies of the mechanisms of
perception, we can assume that a conventional gray scale
is not adequate to compare the visual qualities of
printed images when screened by different methods. For
this purpose, a wider gray scale was designed to provide
a background for contrasting elements . The tonal range
of this scale follows approximately the range of an
average original photograph used for copy: 0.10 for the
highlight and 1.70 for the shadow. The nine steps will
be scaled according to logical perceptual order (Munsell
System) instead of equal density
increments. The Munsell
gray scale has ten steps,
from black to white, each gray
being of equal
perceptual difference from its neighbors.
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The missing tenth step of the scale would be the white of
the paper. The shapes of the contrasting elements, also
scaled according to the Munsell system, will be the
triangle, the square, and the circle, randomly arranged
to avoid speculation. The basic shapes seem to be more
convenient because they can be easily described and
constructed either visually or verbally. Irregular
shapes are visually dominant, and unpredictable in terms
2
of attracting the attention of the viewer.
This gray scale, treated as a photographic original
for newspaper reproduction, was screened onto a diffusion
transfer paper, following a newspaper production situa^
tion. The main and the flash exposure were calibrated to
give the optimum percentage dot area for the highlight
and the shadow. A bump exposure was discarded, because
it is rarely used when making screened prints for
newspapers .
Conventional Versus Random Halftones
The time-consuming empirical calibration for shooting
mezzotints with screens available on the market limits
its use in photojournalism. The time factor is critical
in newspaper production. However, reproductions for




A halftone print always -looks closer to its photo
graphic original than a mezzotint print. A mezzotint
print uses the photographic original as a tool and
never tries to be identical to the original. However, it
may surpass the halftone print in visual impact and in
the quality of pictorial statement.
An
"attractive"
reproduction depends on the skills
and good taste of the cameraman, whether he is using a
conventional or a mezzotint screen.
A strong argument against mezzotints is the
graininess of the reproduction. However, in newspaper
images screened with conventional halftone, the dot
pattern is also quite visible.
A new fashion of image-making can take some time to
be accepted. The viewer, especially the advertising
agent, has little interest in the virtuosity of the
process. Nevertheless, he is very much interested in
attractive pictures at lower prices. The graininess can
be used as an advantage to produce special effects.
Many advertisements are run in several newspapers,
and are printed on different presses. Though an average
camera curve can be drawn to compensate for an average
dot gain, variations will be quite wide. The necessity
of more predictable results is evident.
Mezzotints available on the market are not produced
27
with the tone correction versatility that a conventional
halftone screen has. This could be improved by the
screen manufacturers if the interest in the product
were compensatory. Maybe the result of the printed image
can be more predictable because of the random dot
pattern. The human eye detects easier any slight change
in a geometrical pattern than in a randomly distributed
pattern. The dot gain might be camouflaged by the
asymmetrical texture, and the eye may
"pardon"
the
error and learn to ignore the stipples as it learned to
ignore the halftone dots.
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FOOTNOTES FOR DETERMINATION OF AN OBJECTIVE
IMAGE FOR PERCEPTION TESTING
1. G.W. Jorgensen, "Preferred Tone Reproduction for
Black and White
Halftones,"
Advances in Printing Science
and Technology 13 (Switzerland, 1975), P- 109-
2. Dondis , A Primer of Visual Literacy, (Cambridge:




Arnheim states that seeing and thinking cannot be
separated; perception problems are also solved by
productive thinking.
According to Snyder photographic originals, though
supposed to look realistic and derive from the object they
represent, are an interpretation of reality. "The real
istic depiction is allegedly guaranteed by the impres
sion of the object upon the photosensitive material by
2
natural means and in accordance to the laws of
nature."
Dondis assumes that we accept the monochromatic
representation of reality without hesitation because of
the importance of the perception of lightness and
dark-
3
ness to the perception of our environment.
Dondis also states that the optical distinction of
complicated visual information is done by variations in
light, and in nature there are hundreds of distinct
tonal steps from dark to light. In Graphic Arts and
photography this number is very
limited. A tonal scale
printed with pigment normally has 13 steps. Thirty tones
of gray, as is found in
RIT's Camera Test Scale, is
considered a maximum number, and the tone difference is
very subtle
visually. This visual limitation is greatly
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lessened by manipulation of tone through juxtaposition.
The same tone of gray changes dramatically in appearance
1+
when it is placed on backgrounds of different density.
Yule points out that "an obvious method of studying
what happens when the black and white original is repro
duced, is to compare the densities of the reproduction
and the
original."
A loss in shadow and highlight contrast
is expected, due to several causes, such as the optical
characteristics of the screen. His studies of optimum
tone reproduction conclude that, when the density range
of the reproduction is lower than the density range of
the original, a compromise has to be made: where to
5
compress the tones and lose detail is a subjective choice.
Many craftsmen believe that film screened halftones
give better quality than screened prints. Virtanen, Monn,
and Mustonen compared the two methods, and believe that if
recommended dot values are followed by the cameraman, a




According to an IPC Research and Development study
for image reproduction, contrary to popular belief, best
reproduction is made from an original with low density
range and exaggerated
tonal differences in the middle
shadow areas. Above a density level of 1.00, detail must
have a minimum tonal
separation of 0.1-0.2. The highlight
31
minimum density should be 0.05-0.1 above the base paper
7
density .
A study by W.M. du Pont to check the possibility of
standardizing screen prints for newspaper printers showed
that different demands would have to be met in order to
obtain optimum quality. The standard system was applied
to a variety of printing processes. The recommendation
for highlight and shadow dots was given in microns, with
maximum density of 1.20 in the shadow. Since the intro





In a study conducted by the IPC Research and
Development Corporation of England on control of black and
white reproduction for web offset printing, it was found
that the chief factor affecting print quality is the paper
used, determined by the production cost and selling price
of the publication.
Yule suggested that the density scale should be re
placed with the Munsell Value scale in subjective tone
reproduction studies. The Munsell Value scale, when
viewed against a middle-gray background, shows more equal
spacing between steps, but
when viewed against a crowded
black and white photograph, the shadow steps appear to be
darker. Jorgensen recommends that "any decision on choice
of scale systems should not be made until there is a
32
understanding of optimum subjective tone
reproduction."
According to Jorgensen, the criteria used by the
observer when judging tone reproduction may be affected
by memory, especially at low density ranges. His
qualitative evaluation may be based on what he selects
as his main interest in the picture. If his main interest
is on the highlight or on the middletones his evaluation
12
will be prejudiced by this.
In his 1953 patent for a three dimensional grain
screen, Meyer claimed that his invention could improve
13
the photographic reproduction process.
In a survey conducted by John W. Wesner on different
screen patterns, it is stated that although random dot
screens are customarily used to produce special effects
such as grainy texture, random dot screens with an equiva
lent ruling to a 150-line halftone screen should theoreti
cally provide higher resolution. Coarser screens give
greater contrast but show less detail, and tonal values
11+
are not as faithful to the original.
The visual perceptions of dot formation patterns ,
according to Solntsev, produce an adverse
effect on the
quality of printed images, especially with coarse screen
rulings. The pattern acts as a disturbance and it pro
vides no information about the image itself. The dot
pattern is more distinguishable in midtones , and it
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vanishes gradually towards the highlights or shadows.
Clive Nash, developer of a screenless system at
United Printed Services, believes that screenless
lithography could Improve reproduction quality in news
papers, (although production time is prohibitive for
newspapers it could be used advantageously for advertis
ing and features ) . He points out that dot gain in the
16
highlights is lower than in the shadow areas .
HYPOTHESIS
Dot gain variations are less perceptible in randomly
screened monochromatic images than in conventionally
screened monochromatic images when printed simultaneously
by web offset on newsprint.
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To compare the behavior of a conventional halftone
and a mezzotint image printed by offset lithography on
newsprint, the following procedures, grouped in three
phases, were performed:
Phase 1: Production
A. A gray scale with nine tonal values and
superimposed shapes was prepared with continuous
tone photographic paper. The density increments
of the steps follow approximately the Munsell
values. The density range represents the range
of the average original.
B. Screened prints of the scale were shot under
optimum conditions to meet specifications for
average dot gain on the press. For further
investigation, two screen rulings of each were
used: 65 and 85 lines for conventional, and 75
and 150 lines for mezzotint.
C. The four screened prints and six RIT
Symmetrical Scales were pasted up on the same
page, side by side, to avoid tracking. Film and
plate exposure, development and press run were
37
concommitant , according to normal production
procedures. To simulate dot gain, the ink film
thickness of the press run was purposely changed,
by altering the ink key settings.
D. Samples of press sheets were measured
through densitometer readings of the RIT
Symmetrical Scale. The best examples of minimum,
average and maximum dot gain were selected for
testing .
Phase 2 : Testing
Observers , s elected randomly from among newspaper
readers,were asked to identify the basic shapes
on the twelve printed samples. Viewing was
controlled so as to provide adequate time inter
vals between samples, and image sequences were
varied from sample to sample to avoid guesses.
Viewing distance and illumination, following the
Illumination Engineering Society standards for
newspaper reading, were maintained.
Identification of the basic shape was verified
by its placement on a grid. In this manner the
observer was able to indicate precisely where a
shape was perceptible and where one was not.
38
Phase 3: Data Analysis
The averages of the observers' responses for
each shape was computed. The data for each of
the twelve samples was collected and represented
in graphs .
Conclusions determining the effectiveness of each
screen were drawn from the number of contrasting shapes
perceived with minimum, average and maximum dot gain.





photographic artwork, designed to be used
as a perception testing target, had to meet specific
requirements. The highlight and shadow densities had to
be equivalent to an average original used in newspaper
production. Because this study is not concerned with
newsphoto reproduction, the density ranges of wire photos
or laser photos were disregarded. The density increments
of the steps should follow approximately the Munsell
values, which are
based on perception, and do not consist
of even density increments. However, the highest shadow
density should not exceed 1.70,
so that the testing image
39
would be equivalent to the density of a photographic
original used in production.
The design required a nine step gray scale, measuring
four by four inches. Each step served as a background for
nine contrasting shapes of varying densities, spaced from
the highlight to the shadow. These contrasting shapes, a
circle, a square and a triangle pointing in four different
directions, were randomly sequenced, aligned, and spaced
evenly in a row. The density of each background should be
equivalent to the density of one perpendicular row of
shapes (see Figure l). Because each of the nine steps were
superimposed with nine contrasting shapes, the testing
target should present 8l contrasting shapes. However,
nine of these shapes are inperceptible , because the density
of the shape and the density of the background are the
same. The remaining 72 shapes can be paired, because
the
density of the shape and the density of the
background are
interchangeable .
(Preliminary attempts to produce the original
photo-
mechanically and a complete
description of the instrumenta
tion used and procedures followed is contained in Appendix
A).
The photographic original copy used
as a testing
target in this study was produced
from a photographic color
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Figure 1: Diagram of the testing target
1+1
system. This system, intended to be an image generator
for color transparency slides, has extensive capabilities
of producing intricate artwork.
The test target was created on the cathode-ray tube
screen by entering the specific coordinates through the
console keyboard. The shapes were manipulated on the
console table by a graphic tablet. The forms were sized,
spaced and aligned according to the previously conceived
design. A white and a black rect angle--the tenth and
eleventh steps of the Munsell gray scale were positioned
at each extreme of the image. The Genigraphic has color
capabilities based on the Munsell system, and has a
"space
color"
command which will automatically space
intermediate densities between light and dark limits
established by the operator. This command was used to
determine the densities of the nine steps, by using the
white and the black rectangle as delimiters. Each row of
shapes, perpendicular to the scale steps, was
"colored"
with one of the nine densities of the background (see
Figure 2 ) .
The image was then recorded on a floppy disc, and
sent to a Genigraphic Center where a color slide was
generated by a scanner.
To convert the color slide into a black and white
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Figure 2: The computer generated testing target
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and a print was made on a black and white photographic
paper. The density increments of the steps should compare
approximately to the Munsell gray scale, for the Geni
graphic follows the Munsell system. However, on the
original slide, the highlight and shadow steps show a
lower comparative contrast while the midtone steps have
too much contrast.
When printing the black and white photographic print,
it was possible to control the desired shadow density by
changing the exposure time. The necessary exposure to
print the shadow patch with a density of 1.70 determined
the density of the other steps. Any manipulation of their
densities would be inconvenient because it would affect
the relationships of contrasts between the shapes and the
background. For this reason, the density increments of
the original slide could not be corrected (see Table 1
and Figure 3 )
Another factor that influenced the density of the
shapes is intrinsic to the photographic process, and it is
known as adjacency effect: a non uniform development
occurs at the common boundary between areas of high and low
density. This effect is caused by the diffusion of
exhausted developer from the more fully exposed to the
less exposed areas, or by the lateral diffusion of un




Figure 3; Munsell values, ideal and actual densities
of the gray scale
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Table 1: A comparison of the Munsell value scale
with the ideal and actual densities of the nine steps of
the target .
Munsell Munsell Ideal Actual Target
value density density densit.v ston
10 0.000 0.080 0.090
i"
paper
9 0.117 0.190 0.160 1
8 0.21+0 0.300 0.230 2
7 0.380 0.1+20 0.1+30 3
6 0.530 O.56O 0.61+0 1+
5 0.717 0.720 0.910 5
It 0.930 0.900 1.180 6
3 1.190 1.120 1.1+1+0 7
2 1.520 1. 380 1.600 8
1 1.930 1.700 1.660 9
exposed area. This phenomenon explains why the shapes
vary slightly in density, when their attributed density
should be the same. A table with the density differences
from the shapes to the background is listed in Appendix
B.
However, for the purpose of this study, this gray
scale with contrasting shapes is quite suitable to be used
as an objective image for testing visual perception. The
main disadvantage is that very little contrast can be
perceived in the shadow areas, and six of the 72 patches
could not be used for the test (see Figure It).
The Screened Prints
Four different contact screens were used in this study
k6
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Figure It: Testing target
N=shapes that are not perceptible
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to compare the perception of printed images screened
with conventional halftone and random dot--or mezzotint ,
as it is commonly called in Graphic Arts. Two of the
screens are convent ional--65 -and 85-line per inch--and
are widely used in newspaper production. The two others
are mezzotints, and only the 75-line per inch has been
used, though seldomly, by advertisers. The 150-line per
inch mezzot int--which should be an equivalent to a
conventional 150-line per inch screen is rarely used in
newspapers. Of the four screens, only the 85-conventional
screen was designed specifically to be used with diffusion
transfer materials and has a longer density range than
the three other screens. For complete specifications of
the screens used see Appendix C.
To monitor the printing system of the newspaper
laboratory, test or control targets had to be printed.
The aim was to establish the ideal average highlight and
shadow dot area on the screened print that would meet the
requirements on the press sheet. For this purpose the RIT
Camera Test Scale (see Figure 5) was shot with the four
contact screens, using only the main
exposure. A flash
test was also made, following normal procedures.
These testing targets, plus two positive and two
negative RIT Symmetrical Scales (see Figure 5) were
included in the bi-weekly newspaper "The RIT Journalist",
1+8
Figure 5: RIT camera test scale
and RIT symmetrical scale
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and printed at the newspaper laboratory. A reduced
copy of the printed sheet is reproduced in Appendix D.
Samples of the printed targets were collected during
press run at regular intervals. Three levels of ink film
thickness minimum, average and maximumwere established,
by the density reading of the solid ink density patch of
an RIT Symmetrical Scale. Using the data collected from
the press sheet with average dot gain and average solid
ink density, it was possible to determine which was the
desired percentage dot area for the highlight and the
shadow for each of the four screens.
The original image, .the gray scale with the contrast
ing juxtaposed tones, was exposed and developed to meet
these requirements. The ideal percentage dot areas were
established by comparison of density
readings of the high
light areas in the four screened prints of the
RIT Gray
Scale. The same procedure was used for the
percentage dot
area of the shadow, but the flash test
was the comparison
target. A complete description of the
instrumentation and
the materials used are
contained in Appendix E.
Film and Platemaking
Film and platemaking
followed the normal production
procedures, so
that the dot size variation that occurs in
this phase, would
be equal to the printed tests that
determined the ideal dot areas.
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The four screened prints were pasted-up on a grid
sheet, side by side to avoid ink tracking during the
press run. Six RIT Symmetrical targets were also pasted-
up at equal distance, so that the ink film thickness could
be checked for evenness in the areas that surrounded the
images. These targets were also used as a controlling
device for film and plate exposure. Any dot size variation
during exposure or development could be checked. No
printing was done on the reverse side to avoid "see
through"
, which could interfere with the appearance of the
image and be the source of inconsistent results. For
complete documentation on film and plate exposure and




roll of newsprint was printed on the Goss
Community web offset newspaper press at the
Newspaper
Laboratory (RIT). Only the first unit
was used for print
ing. The press was run until the pressman indicated that
commercial quality level had been
reached. Samples were
taken randomly at every
twentieth impression. At that point,
the pressman changed the ink key setting,
so that ink film
thickness would vary, to a maximum
and to a minimum of ink
flow. Samples were again
taken randomly from both ink key
settings. A visual evaluation of the inking level was
51
possible on the RIT Symmetrical targets. (See Appendix E
for complete documentation of the press run.)
Sample Selection
The 150 samples of press sheets, randomly selected
during the press run while the pressman varied the ink
key settings, were measured and ranked for the highest,
average and lowest value. Appendix F contains a reduced
reproduction of the press sheet. Because this study is
only considering variations of ink film thickness as a
generator for dot gain, densitometer readings of the
solid ink density patch of the RIT Symmetrical Scale on
the printed sheet determined three sets of samples:
minimum, maximum and average ink film thickness.
Table 2: Solid ink density of the test samples








85-conv .69 1.07 1.36
75-mezz .69 1.09 1.36
150-mez .61 1.11 1.30
The best samples were pasted-up on
individual cards




The 12 testing targets were presented individually to
two groups of nine observers. These observers, selected
from among newspaper readers , received recommendations
such as "there are no wrong
answers"
and "please don't try
to guess". Printers and people familiar with printing
evaluation were avoided for the purpose of this study.
The answering system employed a grid, with rows from
a to i and columns from 1 to 9> The observer was asked to
identify the shape by receiving the position of its
coordinates (see Figure 6). The orientation of the rows
and columns varied for each screen, purposely to confuse
the observer so that previous memory would not interfere
with the results. For example, the position A2 could be
in the highlights on one card and on the shadows in the
next .
Recommendations of the IES (illumination Engineering




followed. Because the range is relatively
wide, from an
approximate equivalent of 20 to 50 foot-
candles, no
precision measurements were taken. A viewing
booth was not used.
The first group of



















Figure 6: Grid coordinates
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extensive test. Thirty shapes from each target were
tested. Though only half of the 72 shapes were tested,
emphasis was placed on the areas where the shapes were
less distinguishable from the background. The answers
were computed and the areas of agreement disregarded for
the second group. A diagram of the setting of these
shapes on the target is shown in Figure 7.
The second group of nine observers was asked to
answer, not only the difficult to distinguish areas, but
also some more contrasty shapes, so that answers would
not be influenced by the effort to visualize the less
contrasted shapes. The same procedures were followed with
both groups of observers.
PHASE 3: DATA ANALYSIS
The analysis techniques utilized in this project were
chosen to fulfill two tasks: l) To discover which screen
engenders more consistent image
'
perception when extremes
of dot gain occur, 2) To gain an understanding
of the
interrelationship of perception
qualities and the contact
screen utilized to produce the
image.
The method used for both the
first and second
objectives were partially the
same. An average of the
answers from the tests was taken
and the percentage of
55
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Figure 7: Test target
X = Shapes where observers disagreed
N = Not perceptible shapes
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observers that could perceive each shape was calculated.
A complete table of the results is listed on Appendix G.
The method used for analysis was to plot each
critical shape patch against the percentage of observers
who could percieve it in control chart form. For reasons
of manageability, the percentage was divided into ten
values, from one to ten. For example, one is equivalent
from zero to ten percent, two equivalent from 11 to 20
percent and so on. The backgrounds were subdivided into
three areas: highlight, midtone and shadow. Appendix H
contains a summary table of the relation of background
area, contrast density--or density di f ference--between
shape and background, type of screen, amount of dot gain,
and percentage of observers that could perceive the shape.
A graphic display of the consistency of perception of each
screened image at three dot gain levels was generated
from the information contained in this table.
Appendix
I contains these graphs. Another set of
graphs comparing
the four screens at each dot gain
level is presented in
Appendix J.
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FOOTNOTES FOR EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY
1. D.A. Spencer, The Focal Dictionary of Photographic
Technologies (London: Focal Press, 1973), pp. 10-11.
2. IES Lighting Handbook, ed. John E. Kaufman





Based on the results of this study, it is concluded
that the hypothesis, stating that "dot gain variations are
less perceptible in randomly screened monochromatic
images than in conventionally screened monochromatic
images when printed by web offset on
newsprint"
is not
valid. Below are detailed results of the experiment.
Of the four screens tested in this study, the 75
line-
mezzotint gives the greatest amount of. perception varia
bility, throughout the tonal range, especially in the
mid-
tones. Furthermore, observers disagreed most in their
responses when tested on images screened with the 75-line
mezzotint: only 56 percent of the
responses were identical
(see Figure 15 in Appendix I).
The images screened with the 150-line
mezzotint
showed the poorest results: only five
of the 26 critical
contrasting tones were
perceptible on every test target to
all observers, while
nine were not
perceptible to any of
them. The perception of the 12 remaining
shapes varied
according to
different dot gain. These
results were
expected because this
screen has a shorter density range,




in occurred even with
minimum dot gain (see Figure 16 in
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Appendix I ) .
Of the two conventional halftone screens, the 65-
line gave the most consistent reproduction in the high
lights. However, its capability to reproduce consistently
in the midtones and shadows was not so effective: six of
the 26 shapes were not perceptible at all and eight shapes
were perceptible only to part of the observers (see Figure
13 in Appendix I).
The 85-line conventional halftone screen showed
different perception capabilities in the highlights when
dot gain varied to extremes. Highlight patches that
were perceptible when dot gain was average, became
indistinguishable to some observers when minimum or
maximum dot gain occurred. Perception was consistent in
the midtones with the exception of higher density areas,
closer to the shadows. However, perception of the shapes
of the shadow areas had a great amount of variability, and
1+1 percent of the observers responses were not identical
(see Figure ik in Appendix I).
It is therefore believed that, though the 85-line
screen can reproduce well in the midtones,
it can be
troublesome in the highlights when
minimum dot gain occurs,
and the shadow patches cannot
be distinguishable to all
observers. On the other hand, the
65-line presents no pro
blems of perception in the
highlight areas, but the midtone
6o
perception is not consistent. The perception of most of
the 75-line mezzotint shapes varies with dot gain, and
observers responses were also different. The 150-line
mezzotint can comparatively reproduce the poorest images.
A comparison of the four screens for each dot gain
is found in Appendix J. It shows that the 85-line
conventional halftone screen is the most effective in all
areas, with the exception of the highlights when minimum
dot gain occurs. This result was expected, for this
screen was especially designed for diffusion transfer
materials. The 65-line conventional and the 75-line
mezzotint have a similar behavior. The 75-line mezzotint
is slightly more perceptible, with the exception of the
highlight areas, where the 65-line is more effective. The
150-line mezzotint is in almost all occasions the less
perceptible. However, this study was mainly concerned
with verifying the consistency of perception with dot gain
variation, and not specifically trying to test which
screen can reproduce more perceptible tones.
Conclusions about the effectiveness of the target
were drawn from the behavior of the observers during the
testing phase. The target, geometrically designed and
supposedly an
objective image, should be exempt of sub
jective evaluation. Though observers were asked not to
guess, visual
perception is an interaction of sensation,
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memory, and thought. The difference between perceiving
and guessing can be very fine. No
"wrong"
answers could
exist, with the exception of a misplacement of the tested
shape on the grid. However, the smallest tonal difference
that the observer can detect, might be a hint for the
most plausible answer. In this particular image, any
trace of a curve could mean a circle, any oblique line a
triangle, any right angle a square. On the other hand,
different shapes could be perceived as being the same
because of factors such as perceptual constancy, low
ability to discriminate or inattention. This explains why
different responses occurred so frequently. Nevertheless,
when viewing any image reproduction, observers make use of
memory and thought to process the information contained
in the visual sensation. Therefore, the testing target
was considered quite effective for the purpose of this
study .
The section that follows, "Discussion and Recommenda
tions for Future Investigation", outlines some possible
procedures to obtain a more objective perception testing
target, and speculates the possibility
of more effective
testing procedures for comparing
screened prints




DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE INVESTIGATION
The purpose of the formal portion of this thesis was
to compare the consistency of perception of differently
screened images when printed by web offset on newsprint.
The reported results are based on analyzed data and reflect
specific responses to carefully chosen input. As in any
research, many questions arose during the experiment as to
why certain screens reproduce a certain tonal difference
more consistently than others. This section takes the
liberty of speculation, and advances some possible reasons.
It also outlines future possibilities for the generation
of a more objective testing target.
When a slight tonal difference occurs between two
areas printed from screened images (originals), minute
factors might interfere with its perception. For example,
the roughness of the newsprint surface or the amount of
lint that is carried by the ink can alter the tone. These
variations might cause different results on samples,
supposedly printed
under identical conditions. Densito
meter readings of solid
ink densities on test targets are
not able to detect such minor
variations. However, these
factors can alter the results
considerably. To counter
such factors, an experiment
should be designed which tests
63
more samples, at each level of dot gain, than were tested
for this screening experiment.
Another recommendation involves the design of a more
objective image for perception testing. It is believed
that the use of alphanumeric symbols, instead of basic
geometric shapes, might supress guessing and speculation
by the observer. A model for this image is reproduced in
Appendix K.
Another improvement in this target, would be to achieve
density of the steps closer to the Munsell values. This
could be done by generating a "gray
palette"
on the Geni
graphic computer. As this system attributes a numerical
value to each color, the desired densities could be
retraced to the computer screen. The color slide should be
used as a negative, thus eliminating one reproduction step
which might give more variables. A photographic print
should be made from this slide and a numerical value could
be attributed to each of the corresponding nine Munsell
densities. These values should be used on the Genigraphic
to indicate the densities of the steps of the gray scale
with contrasting alphanumerics . In this instance, the
computer generated gray scale should be able to produce a
colored slide that, used as a black and white negative,
should reproduce a gray scale with densities almost
identical to the Munsell system.
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PRELIMINARY ATTEMPTS TO PRODUCE A TESTING TARGET
The photographic original copy, designed to be used
as a perception testing target had to meet specific
requirements: the highlight and shadow densities had to
be similar to an average original used in production, the
contrasting shape could not have outlines which would
interfere with perception. A preliminary attempt to pro
duce the original copy used a photographic paper partially
masked and exposed successively, in order to generate a
wide gray scale. This print was divided in two parts, and
a row of circles was punched in each step of one of them.
The punched part was rotated 90 degrees and fixed on top of
the other. (see Figure 8)
This image had two flaws: first, the borders of the
punches could be easily scratched, showing an enhanced
edge: second, the use
of only one shape, circles, is
inconvenient for a perception test of this nature. When
incorporated into a row of identical forms, a missing
element is automatically guessed by the observer. The
result of such a
perception test would be invalid.
A second attempt also involved successive exposures
68
Figure 8: Test target with punched circles
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on masked photographic paper. This time, the three basic
shapes, a circle, a square and a triangle were generated
electronically by a Linoscreen 7000 phototypes etter . A
negative and a positive film, shot from this original,
were used as masks when exposing a photographic continuous
tone paper. However, a narrow dark line would show around
the midtone shapes, because of double exposure due to
undercutting of light under the mask, though the film and
mask were exposed in close contact in a vacuum frame (see
Figure 9 )
Another attempt using a
"choke"
positive, common
procedure in Graphic Arts to provide color overlap and
solve registration problems, reversed the effect: a white
contour line, which was especially pronounced in the
mid-
tones, showed around the shapes (see Figure
10).
For these reasons , the desired testing target could














DIFFERENCES IN DENSITY FROM THE SHAPE
TO THE BACKGROUND
These shapes are the testing patches which were
emphasized in the testing procedure.
SH = Contrasting shape patch
B.D. = Background Density
D.D. = Density Difference
Table 3: Differences in density from the shape to
the background
SH B.D. D.D.
A2 . 16 + .09
A3 . 16 + .23
Bl .23 -.08
B3 .23 + . 14
C2 .43 -. 18
C4 .43 + .19
C5 .43 + .48
D3 .64 -.20
D5 .64 + .21
D6 .64 + .42
E4 .91 -.24
E6 .91 + .21
E7 .91 + .49
E8 .91 + .62
E9 .91 + .65
F4 1.18 -.48
F5 1. 18 -.24
F7 1.18 + .24
F8 1.18 + .36






















65 lines/inch conventional halftone
Gray Negative Contact Screen
#975 G-1-8-N
Manufactured by Eastman Kodak Company
85 lines/inch conventional halftone
PMT Gray Contact Screen
(cat 105lt030)
Manufactured by Eastman Kodak Company
75 lines/inch random dot
Mezzotint Gray Contact Screen
Type G-Ek 30, #N5l+0l+682
Manufactured by Efka Kohinoor, distributed by Caprock
Developments Inc.
150 lines/inch random dot
Mezzotint Gray Contact Screen
Type PK Nr 6l79*+
Manufactured by Efka Kohinoor, distributed by Caprock
Developments Inc.






APPENDIX D - Press Test for Process Control
Figure 11: Reproduction of press test
at 65$ of original size
The RIT Journalist 1 C
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World Welterweight Boxing Champion Sugar Ray Leonard sets
up camp at the Buffalo Hilton Hotel
Sugar Ray is Ready
BUFFALO, N.Y. (AP) After
the first serious workout
-
in
preparation for his upcoming
world welterweight title defense.
Sugar Ray Leonard told
reporters he's thinking about
moving up twoweight classes.
"In the future, I will challenge
for the middleweight
crown,"
said Leonard, who beat Ayub
Kalule in Houston last June for
the World Boxing Association's
juniormiddleweight title.
Leonard, 25, is set to fight -
Roger Stafford of Philadelphia in
Memorial Auditorium here May
14. After sparring six rounds
Monday, Leonard said he's
almost ready.
"Here is the final preparation,
"
said Leonard, who noted that he
has trained for weeks at home in
Palmer Park, Md. "I just have to
sharpen it a littlemore.
"
Odell Leonard of Palmer Park
went two aggressive rounds,
staying close and bulling his
cousin into corners. Taller, faster
Victor Abraham of Los Angeles
worked on Leonard's timing and
speed. Wayne Beale of Los
Angeles honed Leonard's
counterpunching.
- Leonard showed speed and
power in flashes but mostly he
danced around the ring and threw
punches in light flurries. He said
he weighs 149 pounds now and
would probably be just under the
147-pound welterweight limit by
weigh in, and ISO to 151 pounds in
the ring.
The weight limit for mid-
dleweights is 160 pounds or less.
Leonard vacated his WBA junior
middleweight title (not over 154
pounds) because the group ruled
its champions can hold only one
title at a time.
Leonard will train six days a
week, attorney and . manager
Mike Trainer said. All sessions
are open to the public and an au
dience of about 275 attended the
firstworkout. N
"He's ready now, but he doesn't
want to peak too soon,
"
saidOdell
Leonard, a fighter in his own
right who has sparred with Sugar
Ray for seven years. "His timing
is on, everything is together. All
he's got to do right now is run
more."
The undercard for the title fight
still has not been set. A scheduled
bout for the bantamweight title
between WBA champion Jeff
Chandler and Kiko Bejines, Ring





Doyle, president of KO Inc., the
group promoting the fight. "He
just felt he couldn't train enough
in time for the fight.
' '
Doyle and Trainer said they ex
pect the undercard will be set by
next week. Doyle said he's uncer
tain whether a title defense can
be scheduled to replace
Chandler's. The undercard will
feature four or five bouts, he said.
Stafford, 27, has been working
out at Grossinger's resort in the
Catskills for 2hi weeks, attorney
Ed Bashevsky said in a telephone
interview from Philadelphia.
Stafford, ranked among the top
five welterweight challengers by
theWorld Boxing Council and the
WBA and ranked No. 3 by Ring
Magazine, will arrive here May 3
or4, Bashevsky said.
"There is no animosity, no
dislike, between Roger and I,"
Leonard said. "He is a worthy




Equipment, Materials and Exposure Used in Production
Screened Prints
Log/E Robertson 1+32 Camera
NuArc Diffusion Transfer Processor Pll+00
Cosar SOS Reflection Densitometer
Kodak PMT Negative Paper AD (cat I87I+73I+)
Kodak PMT Receiver Paper AD (cat 152ll+)
Kodak PMT Developer




65-line 21 sec. 13 sec.
85-line 53 sec. 6 sec.
75-line 30 sec. 6 sec.






















Goss Community Web Offset Press
International Newsprint, 1+8.8 gm2
Arrowlith Black 30 Ink, by Flint Ink Corp.
Photograph Original
Int ernegat i ve : 1+ x 5 inches Ektacolor 1+112
Print : Panalure RC paper
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APPENDIX F - Press Sheet with Test Form
Figure 12: Reproduction of test form at
k0% of original size
!



















SUMMARY TABLE OF THE PERCENTAGE OF
OBSERVES WHO COULD PERCEIVE THE SHAPE
With the exception of the shapes situated on positions 68, 69,
H7, H9, 17, IS which were not perceptible in any of the
samples Al, B2, C3, D4, E5, F6, G7, HS and 19 which are
neutral all the shapes that are not mentioned in this table
could be perceived by all observers.
SH = contrasting shape
Screens: 65 = 65 lines conventional halftone
85 = 85 lines conventional halftone
75 = 75 lines mezzotint
150 = 150 lines mezzotint
Dot gain: -1 = minimum dot gain
0 = average dot gain
+1 = maximum dot gain
Table 6a: Percentage of observers who could
perceive the shape




-1 0 + 1
65 100 100 100
85 39 B4 100
75 56 73 67
150 67 100 84
65 100 100 100
85 89 100 100
75 100 100 100
150 100 100 100
65 100 100 100
85 39 84 100
75 89 100 89
150 67 100 84
65 100 100 100
85 89 100 100
75 100 100 100
150 89 100 100
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APPENDIX G (cont.)
Table 6b: Percentage of observers who could
perceive the shape








-1 0 + 1
65 100 100 100
85 89 100 100
75 89 100 100
150 100 100 100
65 89 100 100
85 100 100 100
75 78 100 100
150 100 100 100
65 100 100 100
85 100 100 100
75 89 100 89
150 100 100 100
65 89 100 100
85 100 100 100
75 73 89 100
150 67 45 62
65 100 89 100
85 100 100 100
75 100 100 100
150 23 89
65 0 45 0
85 100 100 100
75 78 94 28
150 0 0 12
65 12 50 0
85 100 100 100
75 73 68 45
150 0 0 0
65 0 89 89
85 100 100 100
75 89 62 89
150 0 0 0
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APPENDIX G (cont.)
Table 6c: Percentage of observers who could
perceive the shape









65 34 89 56
85 100 100 100
75 23 100 73
150 0 0 0
65 84 100 100
85 100 100 100
75 100 100 89
150 100 100 100
65 0 28 0
85 73 100 78
75 12 72 56
150 0 23 39
65 0 0 0
85 33 45 17
75 0 0 0
150 0 0 0
65 0 0 0
85 62 100 78
75 0 0 0
150 0 0 0
65 0 0 0
85 0 100 28
75 0 0 0
150 0 0 0
65 34 45 0
85 89 100 100
75 78 32 67
150 0 17 0
65 0 0 0
85 12 62 0
75 0 0 0
150 0 0 0
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APPENDIX G (cont. >









Screen 7. of observers
-1 0 + 1
65 100 100 100
85 100 100 100
75 100 100 100
150 100 39 100
65 39 56 12
85 100 100 100
75 78 100 68
150 0 12 0
65 0 0 0
85 17 62 34
75 0 0 0
150 0 0 0
65 100 100 100
85 100 100 100
75 100 100 100
150 100 78 100
65 55 45 39
85 100 100 100
75 68 100 100
150 23 0 0









SUMMARY TABLE, CRITICAL PATCH, DENSITY
DIFFERENCE, DOT GAIN, SCREEN, PERCENTAGE OF
OBSERVERS WHO COULD PERCEIVE THE PATCH
SH =
contrasting shape patch
D.D. = difference of the density of the shape
from the background
Percentage of observers who perceived the
contrasting shape patch:
1 = 0 to 107.
2 = 11 to 207.
3 = 21 to 307.
4 = 31 to 407.
5 = 41 to 507.
6 - 51 to 607.
7 = 61 to 707.
8 = 71 to 807.
9 = 81 to 907.
10 = 91 to 1007.
65 = 65 conventional screen
85 = 85 conventi. anal screen
75 = 75 mezzotint screen
150 = 150 mezzotint screen
H = Highl ight background from 19 to .39 density
M = Midtone background from .63 to 1.18 density
S = Shadow background from 1.47 to 1.68 density
Dot gain:-l = minimum
0 = average
+1 = maximum
Table 7a: Shape, area, density difference,
dot gain, screen, percentage of observers
that could perceive the shape




B3 H +. 14
-1 10 4 6 7
0 10 9 8 10
+1 10 10 7 9
-1 10 9 10 10
0 10 10 10 10
+1 10 10 10 10
-1 10 4 9 6
0 10 9 10 10
+1 10 10 9 9
-1 10 9 10 9
0 10 10 10 10
+1 10 10 10 10
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APPENDIX H (cont.)
Table 7b: Shape, area, density difference,
dot gain, screen, percentage of
observers
who could perceive the shape
SH AREA D. D. GAIN 65 85 75 150
C2 H 18 -1 10 9 9 10
0 10 10 10 10
+ 1 10 10 10 10
C4 H + . 19 -1 9 10 8 10
0 10 10 10 10
+ 1 10 10 10 10
C5 H + . 48 -1 10 10 9 10
0 10 10 10 10
+1 10 10 9 10
D5 M + . 21 -1 9 10 8 7
0 10 10 9 5
+1 10 10 10 7
E4 M 24 -1 10 10 10
3
0 9 10 10 9
+1 10 10 10 3








+1 1 10 3 2




































F4 M .48 -1
9 10 10 10
0 10 10 10
10





-1 1 8 2 1
0 3 10 8
3
+1 1 a 6
4
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APPENDIX H (cont. )
Table 7c: Shape, area, density difference,
dot gain, screen, percentage of observers
who could perceive the shape
SH AREA D.D. GAIN 65 85 75 150



























G5 S -.49 -1 4 9 8
0 5 10 4 2
+1 1 10 7
G6 S -.26 -1 1 2 1
0 1 7 1
+1 1 1 1
H4 S -.90 -1 10 10 10 10
0 10 10 10
+1 10 10 10 10
H5 S -.66 -1 4 10 8
0 6 10 10
+1 2 10 7
H6 S -.41 -1 1 2 1
0 1 7 1
+1 1 4 1
14 S -.96 -1 10 10 10 10
0 10 10 10 8
+1 10 10 10 10
15 S -.73 -1 6 10 7 3
0 5 10 10
+1 4 10 10
16 S -.46 -1 1 4 1
0 1 7 1
+1 1 5 1
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APPENDIX I
Graphic representation of the consistency
of perception of the screened image
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Graphic representation of the comparison of
the performance of the four screens
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Figure 20: Test target with alphanumeri cs
